ELOS® SUBLIME LASER
Sublime Skin Contouring is a non-invasive option that will reverse the sign of aging without downtime and
provide an overall more youthful, smoother, luminous and toned appearance. The Sublime combines
Bi-Polar Radio Frequency and infrared light energy to deeply heat layers of the skin while protecting the
surface of the simultaneously. This will activate fibroblasts, stimulate the production of new collagen,
and contract elastin fibrils, resulting in an immediate lift with long term production of collagen. If you
have loose, sagging and wrinkled skin on your jowls, neck, jawline, cheeks, and forehead then Sublime
would be a good tissue tightening option. In addition, lax skin on the eyelids, a heavy brow, or upper
eyelid drooping, as well as lax abdominal skin, upper arm skin, or lax buttocks or thighs may benefit from
this treatment. A modest to moderate improvement in the treated area is expected. Depending on the
areas treated, you can expect a decreased sagging at the jawline, a more toned central cheek area, and
a firmer, less lax neckline. Fine lines and wrinkles will also be improved, and this treatment will leave you
with a smoother and more uniform complexion. Sublime is effective on all skin types and is extremely
effective when layered with Sublative and or IPL. For best results we suggest a minimum of 3 treatments
at monthly intervals, with maintenance treatments recommended every 6 months.

PRE-TREATMENT CARE:
1.

You should not have Sublime treatments if you are pregnant.

2. You should not have Sublime treatments if you have been on Accutane within the past 6 months.
3. If you have been on a pacemaker, internal defibrillator, or metal implants you may not have
Sublime treatments.
4. If you have a history of cold sores, please inform your provider prior to treatment. The doctor will
need to write a prescription to pre-treat to eliminate the chances of you developing a cold sore
post treatment.
5. If you are diabetic, have auto-immune disease, have recently been treated with chemotherapy,
or are over 65, you may need more treatments to achieve less effect due to possible slow
collagen production.
6. Arrive with a clean face. Protective eyewear will be provided. No anesthesia is required.

POST-TREATMENT CARE:
1.

There is no downtime and you should be able to return to normal activities post treatment.
You may experience redness at the treated site, although this usually dissipates within 1-2 hours.
You may apply makeup and/or sunscreen immediately after treatment.

2. Swelling may occur and could last for 3-5 days. Cool compress or ice pack applied to the skin will
provide comfort throughout the treatment and post treatment.
3. Treatment area may become temporarily white (blanching) following the treatment but typically
resolves with 24 hours.
4. Other risks, although uncommon, are bruising, skin wound, infection, hypopigmentation or
hyperpigmentation.
5. This treatment may be combined with other treatment methods or may be done individually.
Neurotoxins and injectable fillers are commonly combined to achieve a more dramatic effect than
by itself.
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